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Subject: Computer Science 

Class:      X                                                                                     Max Marks: 30 

Date:          Time Allowed: 1 hour 

 INSTRUCTIONS: -  

 The time given at the head of this paper is the time allowed for writing the answers. 

 The intended marks for the questions or parts of questions are given alongside the 

questions.  

 All questions are compulsary. 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

Q.1. Multiple Choice Questions:        [5] 

i. World Wide Web was proposed by: 

(A) Bill Gates      (B) Bill Rogers 

(C) Tim Berners Lee     (D) None of Above 

ii. How will you make heading elements 'blue' in color ? 

(A) p.all {color: red;}                                        (B) h1.all {color: #990000;} 

(C) h1{text-decoration: underline}                  (D) h1{color: blue} 

iii. Which tag is used to create an unordered list? 

(A) <list>      (B) <ul> 

(C) <ol>          (D) <definition list> 

iv. Which of the following is an empty element? 

(A) <html>      (B) <p> 

(C) <br>         (D) <body> 

v. An IP and address serves which among the following principal functions:  

(A) Host or network interface identification  (B) Location Addressing 

(C) Both of Above     (D) None of these 

Q.2. Sameer has written following IP address: 122.299.13.100 

         Is this address correct? Give reasons.       [1] 
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Q.3. How can you open a web page?        [1] 

Q.4. Which part of the HTML5 contains content to be displayed on the web page?             [1] 

Q.5. Write syntax for comment element in HTML.      [1] 

Q.6. Name the elements that do not require OFF tag.     [1] 

Q.7. Name any two widely used graphic/image formats in a webpage.   [1] 

Q.8. How do you differentiate between a web address and e-mail address?   [2] 

Q.9. Write any two limitations of HTML.        [2] 

Q.10. Give description of src and alt attributes of <img> tag.     [2] 

Q.11. Write short note on Number Addressing System.      [3] 

Q.12. Explain the purpose of the following HTML5 tags. Support with an example. [3] 

          a. <p>               b. <sub>              c. <sup> 

Q.13. How is FTP protocol different from SFTP?      [3] 

Q.14. Create the webpage as given below in HTML5. Set the following properties  [4] 

            a. background color should be silver. 

            b. heading level 1, marron in color 
            c. unordered list item marker as ‘square’ and ordered list marker as upper-alpha. 
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